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While the aim of the main paper is to improve the global
performance of the network using synthetic data, in this ad-
ditional content, we explore the ability of synthetic images
to improve the network precision for a specific instance
category. We focus on the less represented class among
Cityscapes images: “trains”.

Experiments with class targeting
The idea is to use features related to “trains” from syn-

thetic data, in order to improve the global network compre-
hension and precision on this specific class, on both real
and synthetic images. Figure 1 is composed of Synscapes
images containing different instances of “trains” in very di-
verse situations. These instances are more or less occluded,
more or less deep in the image and the instance density
around them varies a lot. However, the instances them-
selves are quite similar. The shapes and colors are globally
the same and some elements like the train pantograph are
very specific in these synthetic images. On the one hand,
the Synscpaes data set shows a wide variety of situations,
but on the other hand, it shows a lack of diversity regarding
train characteristics.

Figure 1. Train instances from the Synscapes data set.

We explore class targeting by evaluating the impact of
training image properties, regarding instances of “train”,
on the final network performance. We create four different
mixed data sets. Each of them is composed of 8,975 images,

including the 2,975 Cityscapes training images to which we
add 6,000 synthetic images with different properties related
to instances of “train”:

• Synthetic set 1 : Synscapes images containing no in-
stance of “trains”;

• Synthetic set 2 : Synscapes images randomly selected
without special property;

• Synthetic set 3 : Synscapes images with an over rep-
resentation of “trains” label, selected according to the
count of instances corresponding to “trains”;

• Synthetic set 4 : Synscapes images with an over rep-
resentation of “trains” label, selected according to the
count of pixels corresponding to “trains”;

Training data set “trains” AP Mean AP
Cityscapes 36,3 36,2
Cityscapes + Synthetic set 1 41,3 38,3
Cityscapes + Synthetic set 2 43,0 38,9
Cityscapes + Synthetic set 3 47,3 39,3
Cityscapes + Synthetic set 4 46,8 39,1

Table 1. Impact of training data set properties on Average Pre-
cision scores.

The network is trained of the different data sets for 50
epochs and its performance are summarized in Table 1. First
of all, we can observe an improvement of the precision on
“trains” for each mixed data set compared to Cityscapes
only. Even though the synthetic images do not include
instance of “trains”, they make the network precision bet-
ter. Nevertheless, synthetic features of “trains” addition-
ally improves the network. The best precision is obtained
when “trains” are over represented in terms of number of
instances. This label targeting increases the precision on
“trains” by more than 10% and also increases the global av-
erage precision, even compared with mixed data sets with
the same number of images. Class targeting is a good op-
tion to improve the network for a specific task, but also for
an overall improvement of performance.
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